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Retail industry constitutes a significant
fraction of US GDP
Retail (broadly defined) constitutes ~10% of annual US GDP
Total retail sales amount to about $4.6 trillion USD is the US
§ Grocery stores amount to $525B USD (~12% of total retail)
§ Apparel stores amount to $232B USD (~5% of total retail)

Despite massive growth of online, offline share is still 90%

[Source: National Retail Federation]

Brick-and-mortar stores are
still very much relevant
Retail winners see stores
helping to compete with online experience and less likely
to think future growth will only come from digital channels
Retail winners look to bring more web-like functionality
what customers already like about shopping online to
help differentiate themselves
Modern POS hardware and software top the list of high-value
technologies that enable store employees
Build effective omni-channel strategies both
on the demand and the cost side
[Source: RSR Research]
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Offline stores in an
increasingly online world
Synergy between online and the offline channels

- offline & online are simply two different channels to reach customers

Value proposition of online
§
§
§
§

Convenience of shopping from anywhere (home)
Tools to explore and find items (search and recommendations)
Seamless checkout (one-click shopping)
Low(er) prices!

Value proposition of offline
§ Ability to look-and-feel
§ Instant gratification
§ Element of serendipity and impulse buy

Online and offline at this time
have complementary value propositions
Online is making efforts to move towards offline
§ Virtual fitting rooms
§ Same-day delivery
§ Pick-up locations,….

Time for offline to move in the direction of online….

Problems and opportunities faced by
offline retailers
Offline channel must synergize with online channel
Demand side challenges
§ Improve in-store shopping experience (search and recos)
§ Use store employees productively to help customers explore
§ Make checkout seamless (mobile checkout)
Operational challenges: what you carry and how it is displayed
§ Managing in-store assortments and their display
§ Managing inventory to avoid stock-outs

Solution: data and intelligence
Data-oriented processes
§ Process to collect and provide information
§ Process to incorporate new technology into sales process
Requires a cultural change in the company

Intelligence derived from data
§ Algorithms to better predict effect of assortment on profits
§ Algorithms to better predict unit sales for stocking
§ Algorithms to better predict response to promotions/sales
How much information can you squeeze out of data?
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Assortment optimization:
most important lever in offline retail
Two of the most important levers in offline stores
§ what to carry in stores
§ how to display the assortment in stores
Assortment in stores: to maximize profits. Account for
§ Substitution effects within category
§ Show-rooming effect that influences online sales

Million dollar question: how to deal with new product introductions?

Substitution effect: customers substitute an
unavailable product with an available one
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Substitution effect: customers substitute an
unavailable product with an available one
Removal of one item with 10% market share
§ decreases category sales by only 4%
§ may increase overall profit

Thus, even with a simple objective of profit maximization,
finding the best performing assortment is hard.

Case study: conversion rate prediction at
Ford dealerships
Sales estimation problem at Ford:

§ Dealers aware: assortment at lot greatly impacts sales
§ Ford wants to approach stocking in a more organized way

Need:

A general tool that can
§ make sales predictions for each assortment
§ used for all dealerships and car models

Raw transaction data:

§ Daily dealer-level sales of Escape model for 2010
§ Entire assortment on lot for the day

Sales prediction for each assortment
on lot is valuable to Ford Motor Company
Data for sales predictions:

§ Escape sales data from a dealership-zone in mid-west
§ Data contained:
§ 14 key package-color combinations
§ 203 distinct assortments

§ Daily traffic proxy for each dealer = previous year sales

Parametric approach to revenue estimation
Fit popular parametric structures:
§ Multinomial logit (MNL) model
§ Gaussian mixture of MNL (MMNL) model

Choice model is the tool used to capture
substitution effects
Customers are offered Blue and Gray.
What fraction of them choose Blue?
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Robust approach outperforms MNL and MMNL,
and is resilient to over/under-fitting
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Case study: new product introductions at
grocery stores
New product introductions happen frequently

§ about 2k – 3k stores and about 5k different products
§ at least one new product introduction a week

Business decision:

should the new product be introduced or not?

Case study: new product introductions at
grocery stores
Process adopted right now

§ Manufacturer provides a pitch for the new product
§ Based on manufacturer’s pitch, decision is taken

Data available

§ Market research
§ Sales at other chains the product was introduced
§ Cannibalization of the manufactures other brands, items, etc.

Challenge

§ No information on product interaction with existing assortment
§ Predicting incremental profit is hard

Offline and online are complementary
channels to reach the customer
Stores moving towards online experience

§ providing shopping conveniences similar to offline
§ improving operations to cut costs

Two-pronged solution

§ Processes to collect data
§ Intelligence to squeeze out information from data

Offline channel is still relevant and time to move is NOW

